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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

DWG - Trigger Points

The DWG Trigger Report
mean deploying addi t ional  

The DWG triggers points are mitigation devices or altering part 
written into the seabird (VMP) and of the vessel's fishing operations. 
m a r i n e  m a m m a l  ( M M O P )  

The DWG records all trigger points Operational Procedures.  The 
along with the information triggers act like the 'ambulance at From the desk of Admiral Albert gathered at the time and what the the bottom of a cliff'.Ross, MBE (Mighty Big Eater) outcome of the trigger activation 

A trigger point is a set number of was. Sometimes we can pin point Mabel and I are back from South 
bird/mammal captures written into the cause and assist to reduce the America. I have set up the HQ and 
the DWG Operational Procedures. captures, but at other times there have the long range scouts up looking 
Once reached, this 'trigger' is no rhyme or reason to the for those big steel lunch boxes.  It is 
requires the vessel captain and captures. At times there are MFish going to be a tough summer. Mabel 
vessel operator to report the observers onboard and the DWG,  didn't have a chick last year, (nice to 
capture ASAP to the DWG. via MFish, can ask the observer for have a year off sometimes) but this 

his/her comments on why the year the egg is already in the nest and it The trigger point is a reminder to 
captures are reoccuring (the more is all feathers and food from now on. the captain that  capture incidents 
information from the vessel the We both have to take turns to forage require a bit more of his time, 'a call 
better). out and around the vast ocean for “free to action'.
The most important thing is to get feeds” to feed the little blighter over the 
the information quickly from the Once the trigger is reached the next four months -  it's a full time job. I 
vessel and see if we can halt any captain’s report allows for support am getting to old for this sh*t. At 35,  
multiple capture events from and help from the vessel shore and having had a chick to feed every 
reoccurring. Capture rates can management team and the DWG second year for the last 25 years, it’s all 
mount up quickly and the whole who pool their resources to quickly getting to be  bloody hard work. What! 
point of the trigger point reporting investigate how and why captures 

I hear MFish are updating/improving requirement is to see if the occurred and depending on the 
their VMP observer audit form. This situation can be brought to a head situation, assess whether the risk 
form is used to record the vessel and and solved quickly and allow the of further captures can be 
crew's performance against the vessel to get back to “normal” reduced. Onboard the vessel, 
vessel 's  indiv idual  VMP. The fishing operations ASAP. reaching the trigger point may 
observers’ comments on whether the 
vessel is following its  VMP is a handy 
tool which is sent to vessel operators 
(via DWG) so shore mangers can 
review the vessel crew’s performance. 
It is also used to help update and 
improve the written VMP procedures 
and the forms that are part of the 
annual internal review that each 
operator carries out. I am told John 
Cleal is going to start delivering the 
SITO seabird unit standard to deep 
water vessel crews, which can't be a 
bad thing. The more people who know 
and understand the issues around 
seabirds the better.  What! 

Chow,  Albert



It's all part of managing incidental 
captures, which we are required to do 
in terms of the MSC certification 
requirements, and to stop bad or 
misinformed media events from 
being splashed about which not only 
lowers the public perception of the 
industry but could, and has, lead  to 
MFish imposing more regulations. 
The trigger point system is working 
well. It can only improve as more 
vessels report triggers and do what 
they  can to reduce the risk of further 
captures.  
Out on the water,  where the actions 
of the crew can make the difference,  
is where the time and effort needs to 
be spent.

Seabird Training Course
In a joint effort SITO, DWG, DoC and 
MFish have funded its inclusion into The SITO Seabird Unit Standard 
the DWG Environmental Learning (describe the reduction of seabird 
Resource; this will see an increase in incidental capture during commer-
the number of people/crew receiving cial fishing) is now an integral part 
this unit, which will be delivered as of the seafood vessel operations 
part of an on-going training training course available to fishing 
programme to lift the awareness of crews through the delivery by local 
environmental issues and best providers. 
practice procedures. The unit was developed in 2003 

and reviewed and updated in 
The delivery takes 2 hours with crew 

2007. People credited with this unit 
being assessed then- and-there; this 

standard are able to:
ensures a high completion rate. The 
training is free to the crew and is lDescribe the consequences of 
carried out during vessel port calls. seabird incidental captures
Contract John Cleal at the DWG if 

lDescribe methods for the you want to arrange a training 
reduction of seabird captures course for your  crew.

lD e s c r i b e  t h e  h a n d l i n g  
techniques and report ing 
requirements for incidental 
captures of seabirds on a 
commercial fishing vessel.

This Level 2 unit gives a basic 
overv iew of  best  pract ice 
procedures for reducing  the risk of 
seabird captures and explains the 
consequences of seabird captures  
on seabird populations and the 
fishing industry as a whole. The 
unit was delivered to approx. 150 
persons between 2003 and 2007, 
but has had little use since 2007.
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WHICH COUSIN OF 
MINE IS THIS?

While this cousin isn't a 'wanderer' 
they do get around the globe. 

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap 
and the “Field Guide to New 

Zealand Seabirds”

If you know the name of this bird then 
email your answer, name, postal 

address and date of publication to 
albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

The cousin of last month: 
Chatham Island Mollymawk

Giant petrels are the only petrel 
species that will feed on land.

The population of Buller’s 
shearwaters had all but been 
wiped out on Aorangi Island by 
1936 by feral pigs. But once the 
p igs  were  removed the  
population rapidly recovered.

The meaning of fledge is 'to 
become capable of flight and 
leave the nest'.

DID YOU KNOW?


